
 

Baite Madrisio

Bolladore - I Quadri - Nalont - Taronno - Medola - Piata Grenda - Foppa - Baite Madrisio

5,423 Km 2:00 - 3:00 h 913 m 12 m



Path S492 leaves the road at Bolladore and for a short distance runs along the meadows up to Nalunt, 
then enters the forest of firs and larches following the rocky ridge that dominates Boscaccia. Cross 
more meadows and climb to the charming and picturesque village of Taron. This is a very sunny 
location with a mild climate even in winter, where you can enjoy views of the valley from Migiondo up to 
Valchiosa. From Taron the mule track leads to the edge of the meadows and a birch forest heading 
towards Piata Picena. There is a narrow hairpin turn to the right, then the trail climbs steeply with Piata 
Grenda on your left and enters a thick forest of fir trees. The trail passes above the Malga Mezzano 
hut, first reaching Medola then Madrisc. From here you have a full view of the Alta Valtellina from 
Tirano to Bormio. 

Piata Picena and Piata Grenda Piata Picena 90 m and Piata Grenda 210 m are two majestic rocky walls that almost overhang 
the plateau of Bolladore, and are rich in quartz crystals and rare minerals. They offer magnificent views of the valley of Sondalo 
and the surrounding mountains. 

Start:Bolladore Arrival:Baite Madrisio

Equipment required:

Difficulty description:

Parking Area:

Map:Bike and Trekking Map Alta Valtellina n° 5

Author:

TECHNICAL DATA

Length 5,423 Km Skill

Condition

Effort

Natural pavement 58%

Asphalt pavement 9%

Cobblestones 33%

Equipped trail 0%

Scree pavement 0%

Other types of pavements 0%

Not available data 0%

Duration 2:00 - 3:00 h

Uphill height difference 913 m

height difference downhill 12 m

Maximum slope uphill 35%

Maximum slope downhill 3%

Minimum and maximum quota
1766 m

860 m

Accessibility for bikes 52%

Period Journey Maggio - 
Ottobre

PHOTO GALLERY



Baite Mandrisio

Piata Picena e Piata Grenda



Sorgente di Rezzalasco

This publication is for information purposes only. We recommend you consult and check the weather forecast and 
snow conditions before every excursion.


